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Holistic Development through Pensive Dawn

The institution stands out by organizing various programs during the morning assembly to 

promote the holistic development of students. Diverse activities, including the College 

prayer, Trilingual News reading, 

day with interpretation), Vocabulary development, etc., are conducted to enhance students' 

overall growth. 

In line with the college's mission as a linguistic minority institution, the morning assembly 

commences with the College prayer song in Mal

cultural diversity. News reading holds significance, as students present news in three 

languages - English, Tamil, and Malayalam. 'Dinamorukural' involves students reciting and 

interpreting a verse from Tirukural e

understanding. 

Vocabulary development is another vital activity in the morning assembly, where students 

learn and illustrate the usage of a new word each day. Additionally, 'Thought for the day' 

sessions are conducted, encouraging students to share thoughts on various themes. The 

morning assembly also acknowledges nationally significant days, with students organizing 

programs related to these themes. Birthday celebrations for students are incorporated into

morning assembly, adding a personal touch.

Through these diverse activities, the institution provides a comprehensive approach to enrich 

students' spiritual, moral, and cultural development, as well as their psychological, emotional, 

and social well-being. 
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